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Well the last month has had a lot in it, with plenty of flying, and plenty of other stuff 
that needs telling, some good, some not so. 
 

The month started with the VMAA trophy, the weekend of our last meeting. We didn’t win, 
we didn’t come last, and we had a lot of fun. Graham Sullivan badgered a few new comers 
to the team, and with a few onlookers from the club, we worked well together and had a 
ball. It was hard work at times, but we all helped each other and got reasonable results. A 
special thanks to Paul VanTongeren, Tim Stewart and Luke O’Neil, first timers that did a 
really good job controlling their newcomer’s nerves, well done to all. 
 

Two weeks later for me I went to the JR Aerotow at Waracknabeal (Western Victoria) and 
spent a great 4 days with the group that fly the scale gliders. VARMS had at least 4 
members there, and there were also people from all over Australia, and it was good to 
catch up with old friends, and make some new ones. Mention must also be made of the 
hosts, Waracknabeal Aero Club that fed us Breakfast and Lunch every day, emptied their 
hangers for us, and let us run free in their facilities, a great bunch of guys (only about 10 of 
them) that really looked after us, and made the difference between an average weekend, or 
a great weekend. A well organized event. 
 

On a sadder note, Ron Bird, a VARMS member in the 70’s and 80’s died recently, and 
while mainly free flight , he was around when VARMS were taking shape. Also, Barry 
DeKyper has been doing battle with the medic’s. He has had some trouble with his sight , 
so he went to the Doc, who discovered one eye only had 50% vision, and from there they 
discovered a tumor, which has now been removed. It’s early days yet, but I know we all 
wish him well with the battle he is about to commence. 
 

And now to the stuff coming up. First we have the AGM, and we have 3 vacancies, 
Registrar…. Treasurer…..and Secretary. None of these positions are back breakers, but 
probably require a couple of hours a month. All the systems are in place, and the out going 
are willing to assist to get you up to speed. Also, these positions are required to make the 
club function, and the current guys have all been doing it for a few years now. Don’t be 
afraid to put your hand up, you will be well supported by the others on the committee. You 
will see all the election stuff elsewhere in the magazine. 
 

I think we are looking for a contest director, and I would also like to see someone take on 
the job of buying club garments, like Jimmy used too.Also at the committee meeting we 
discussed the badge’s you will all have to wear ( as discussed several meetings ago and 
agreed upon ) when flying at the field. The first one will be free, and a second one 
available for your wallet for a small fee. You will get a new one each year. I think you will 
like the design. Some other changes coming up ( when we decide how best to implement it 
) concern new members, and will involve a “Probation” period, to see if we like them and 
they like us. Never required in the past, but you never know ! 
 

We also have another Bunnings Day coming up on June 30. 
 

We also decided to modify the supper at meetings, up grading the food and serving the 
drinks (like we did at the school) we are also joining the VMAA video library, so if you see 
something on the cattle dog you would like to see, tell someone on the committee. 
 

And to close off for this month, let me say I have been down to the field on several 
occasions, and there has been plenty of flying going on… great stuff. Keep it up, just be 
aware that the MARCS field is shut down at the moment over an insurance issue, it could 
easily happen to us if we are careless. 
 

See you at the field or the meeting 

The President                                                          Colin Collyer 
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Held at VARMS Glider Field, High Street Rd, Wantirna South 
Friday 12 April, 2013 
Meeting Comm. 8.00 p.m. 
 

Apologies –David Pratley  Visitor-Ken Thompson - Lilydale Club. 
 

1) Clubhouse & toilet security issues - additional keys bought in anticipation of fitting 
new locks for both, and proposed re-issue of fresh key to financial members post AGM in 
June 2013 - plus discussion on diagram supplied by Max McCullough for locking 
mechanism to be fitted to Clubhouse roller doors. 

 

2) VARMS TROPHY– Report by Bruce Clapperton & report on winners for Club “Esky” foam 
electric model contest - Colin Collyer 1st,David Pratley 2nd, and Alan May & Phil Eagles 
equal 3rd.  Advice that Phil Eagles will be taking over contest organization, with 
Bruce still arranging for Club Slope soaring day .Next VARMS Trophy event on Sunday 
21 April 

 

3) Treasurer Report.- Ian Pearson. Club working account solid credit balance 
Advice that a number of credit transfer payments have no identification – NB. Members 
MUST supply ID particulars for correct allocation of transferred funds. 
 

4) Club AGM 2013 – This to be again set for Friday 13 June 2013- Max Haysom to prepare 
and distribute appropriate notices to members. 
 

 
URGENT CALL for member replacements for Club Treasurer, Registrar and Secretary- ,as 
the current incumbents will not be standing again, at the AGM 
 

 
5) Special Interest Groups 
 

a) VARMS Scale Group – next aerotow day set for Saturday 20 April. 
 

Scale Flying Events. 
i) Jerilderie – report by Gary McDougall – perfect Easter W/E and great hospitality. 
ii) Warracknabeal Fly In – Anzac day –great time guaranteed! 

 

b) VARMS Slope Group-Report by  Tim Moreland & Alan Mayhew, on a very successful 
event at Mount Hollowback arranged by Ian Slack. 
 
6) GENERAL BUSINESS. 
 

a) Phil Eagles – Ride for Prostate Cancer –funds request 
After collection from members present, Motion put by Colin Collyer and unanimously 
passed, that the club donate a composite total of $1125 to support this worthy project. 
 

b) Show & Tell Segment. 
i) Tim Moreland– Video display aerial of film footage taken from his Foka V glider 
 

ii) .Lindsay Henderson – demonstration of his recently completed “Carbon Dragon”       
scale glider – a very impressive model and further detail of its construction appears in 
the latest ”Aspectivity “– Congratulations Lindsay on a magnificent job! 
iii) Anthony Peate – Electric  “Tri-Copter” demonstration.and description of self  
construction, plus post meeting enthralling night flying session. 
iv) Ian Slack – “OZ Soaring” website set up and operated by Henryk Kobylanski. 
This is an excellent site for information on Scale model aerotow events and 
instructional articles. 

 

Meeting Minutes                                                  Roger Stevenson                       
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c) Club 2.4G Radio Systems Clinic 
Discussions and instruction led by Ian Slack, Colin Collyer and contributions from other 
experienced members on the new technology equipment operations cautions  
NB. If any member is at all unsure about any aspect of operation of this new equipment –
ASK an experienced Club Member for help. 
 
Meeting Ended 8.50 p.m. 
Next General Club Meeting  - Friday 10 May, 2013, at VARMS Field. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Further to the discussion held at the last club 
meeting regarding 2.4Ghz radios, here is a tip for 
more reliable operations: 
 
Anthony Peate solved radio problems with his 
tricopter by ensuring his Rx aerials were straight and 
at 90 degrees to each other. Photos that I have 
attached show how such a relationship between the 
unshielded potion of the aerial leads can be 
maintained. 

 
 
       
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the photos clearly show, a balsa block with holes drilled 
at right angles to each other set the ideal aerial orientation 

 

2.4Ghz aerials                                                                      Tim Morland 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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Hi all, and welcome to the May edition of Aspectivity. 
 
A chocker-block issue, with some interesting and varied content. There is Dieter’s story of his 
outback adventure, another great technical article by Danny Malcman, the VMAA Trophy 
report and a model review. 
 
Hopefully enough to keep you all entertained. You too can have your story in the club 
newsletter, just send a simple article, preferably with a photo or two to me and it will be 
included. Have some tips and tricks? Please share them with your clubmates. 
 
 
Enjoy! 

 
 
 
 
 
I did a solo camping trip last September (2012) to 
Lake Eyre South and the Flinders Ranges. The solo 
part was adventurous enough but it gets better. I also 
packed my Hearns Eagle2 model just in case some 
aerial video was possible while at Lake Eyre and in the 
Flinders Ranges.  
 
I quickly settled in, within view of Lake Eyre and 
intending to stay a few days about 84km west of 
Maree. The weather seemed perfect, just a light 
breeze coming from the north and sunny. The Eagle is 
built from the original plans and the only mods were a small electric power pod over the wing. It's 
had a lot of flights and is most suitable for light conditions. A key chain video camera was 
mounted on the nose. 
 
The launch was straight forward but no less than 100ft up, the model started drifting backward at 
an alarming rate. Reducing height solved the problem but disallowed me to get good height to 
capture more video of the big lake about 1km out front. Every time I tried for more altitude it was 

the same story. At every attempt I had to 
literally fly the model at 100ft just to get back 
to the launch point as it was definitely in a 
very strong wind current above that height. 
What a bummer! It didn't take long to realize 
that if I kept the model low until enough 
distance was gained going forward I could 
still get some height for a better view of 
Lake Eyre. I did manage three flights before 
giving up for the day as the ground wind 
speed was also starting to increase.  

                                           Lake Eyre 
 

A Hearns Eagle2 in the Outback            Peter (Dieter) Prussner (VARMS #1) 
 

Editor                                                                   Glenn Salisbury 
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By the next day further flying of the Eagle became impossible. That night an unbelievable storm 
completely flattened my tent, ending my stay at Lake Eyre after only two days. After resting in 
Arkaroola in the Flinders Ranges to ride out a three day storm, I headed on to Mt.Chambers 
Gorge, located half way east of the Ranges toward Lake Frome. Here I set up camp for 5 days 
and just enjoyed the location, did a number of climbs and walks in this fabulous gorge. The 
weather had returned to calm conditions and was 
ideal for the Eagle. I turned the video on and 
launched the model from the base of 
Mt.Chambers to see if it could fly above the 
409mts height of the mesa. Later viewing of the 
video indicated that it achieved that goal with 
ease. I had a most enjoyable time at this favourite 
site and lots of flights the only challenge was that I 
needed to catch the model on each landing to 
avoid damage due to the rugged nature of the 
ground. Which isn't a problem when the air is 
calm.              Mt Chambers  
 
After two and a half weeks I was ready to head home again but instead of driving the main roads, 
I decided to take the Junta track, a 245km all dirt road of varying surface conditions which are so 
typical in the outback. Around 140km I decided that the road and landscape was too inviting to 
have a last flight of the Eagle and record the flights on video. After 3 flights I finally made my way 
to Broken Hill. Much to my surprise I never saw another car on this track until I hit the bitumen at 
Junta. This trip was more than just a solo camping adventure. I was delighted that I made the 
choice to take a glider with me just in case.  
 

   
 
 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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Please support Geoff Hearn in his endeavour to sell off some of the late Frank Smith’s 
collection, the funds raised to become part of Frank’s estate. Geoff has not set any prices 
for the models, but all reasonable offers will be considered: 
 

• World Models Bard (Pilatus B4 clone) ARTF (unflown) 
• CMPro Discus CS ARTF (unflown) 
• Pichler Grunau Baby 1/5th scale ARTF (unflown) 
• Krick Grunau Baby foamie 1/10th scale 
• ST Models ASW28 foamie RTF (new & unflown) 
• MU17 1/6th scale kit (Japanese manufacturer) 
• Hobby King electric Minimoa foamie RTF 
• Lunak, 1/10th scale, fiberglass fuselage & foam wings ARTF 
• Fox, 1/10th scale, fiberglass fuselage & foam wings ARTF 
• Kranich, 1/10th scale, fiberglass fuselage ARTF 
• Schweizer 1-26, VARMS club project, 50% complete 
• MPX Easy Glider, new in box 
• MPX Easy Glider Pro, new in box 
• Habicht, fibreglass fuselage, with tail feathers, 1/5th scale, needs completing 
• Wolf (like Grunau Baby) ¼ scale, needs covering to complete 
• Sig Stinson L5, rubber powered model kit 

 
Contact Geoff on 9729 3889 

 
 
 
 
 

The VMAA Trophy has once again been Run and Won. What a weekend! 
 
For those of us who got up early on Saturday morning, the weather was fine. It was a balmy 21 
degrees in Melbourne. On the way to the State Flying Field the sky indicated that shepherds 
and sailors should be aware. The sky was indicating that the weather Bureau was a day ahead 
of their forecast. I travelled to Wallan and got the shock of my life when I stepped out of my car 
and found the temperature to be about 10 degrees and the wind at about 20 knots but the 
show must go on. From Wallan to the field I missed the all-important turn off and had an 
adventure to Romsey (not enjoying the sights). Totally lost I found a roadside General Store 
and asked for directions. The owner was very obliging and told me the turnoff I wanted was 
500 metres down the road. Five kilometres later I arrived at the road I needed. Luckily I arrived 
30 minutes before the all-important Team Captains briefing. The first familiar face I saw was 'El 
Presidente' Colin Collyer, followed by a steady stream of competitors and supporters from 
VARMS.  
 
Things were looking good. 

Classifieds 

VMAA Trophy report                                                     Graham Sullivan 
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THE COMP! 
 

Fun fly. We were proudly represented by Paul Van Tongeren. The conditions were 
horrendous. The wind was gusting about 20-25 knots and Paul didn’t hesitate to commit his 
Fun Cub to the task at hand. To Paul’s credit he flew beyond belief! He executed all (most) of 
the manoeuvres brilliantly and received copious amounts of applause from the crowd on 
landings. Unfortunately his score did not reflect the guts and determination of such an 
inexperienced but confident pilot. Well done Paul. 
 

Fun Scale. Again the wind was still howling. Tony Grieger flew his GeeBee Racer and battled 
the wind turbulence created by the trees situated to the North of the field. Together we came 
up with a plan to fly above the turbulence before making any manoeuvres. This worked well 
and got us off to a good start in the second round. Tony’s flight was impressive came a 
respectable 4th., Again, well done Tony. 
 

Thermal Glider. With the wind still howling I assembled my Eclipse 3.5 metre glider. I had no 
intentions of flying in the present conditions but thought I would psych-out the rest of the 
competitors. As we were called to the field, the wind began to calm down. Everything went 
really well and I had the first round won. Then, someone (El Presidente) said it would be a 
good idea to run another round because the comp was running ahead of time. Off we went 
and again I was doing pretty well. Then in one of the rounds I got extremely competitive and 
decided to NAIL a Spot landing on one of my flights. The result of that decision resulted in a 
broken Aileron connection, no flap control and a broken rudder. Within 2 minutes we had a 
flying machine that the Wright Brothers would have second thoughts about flying. Anyway, off 
we went again and I went on to win the event. 
 

Electric glider. This was the first event for the Sunday schedule. With only seconds before the 
start of the comp we were anxiously awaiting our Junior Pilot, Luke O’Neill. We made an 
agreement with the CD and the first heat was flown by David Sheehy. Luke was ready for the 
second heat and nervously took to the air. He flew very well. Lukes times were extremely close 
to 5 minutes with approximately 18 seconds of motor run for each, we all gave him a very good 
chance of being up there in the final scores. There was some hot competition to contend with 
and Luke ended up a creditable 4th. P.S. I have just checked the VMAA site and found the 
official results. It would appear that Luke came 3rd not 4th. I will pursue. 
 

Most Unusual Model. Enter Col Collyer’s radio controlled, control line model. Unsure if the 
model would even fly on the control line we proceeded to centre field. With about 50 metres of 
VHS Tape attached to the tail away we went. To our surprise it flew perfectly. Colin managed 
to score a couple of streamer hook-ups and performed all sorts of maneuvers. I was on the 
handle and decided to rotate in the opposite direction the plane was flying. After a couple of 
circuits I placed the handle in my mouth and with my arms spread, managed a few more laps. 
Eventually Col released the plane from the lines and went on to fly an ‘Out Of Control’ 
controlled flight. Well we thought it was pretty good but the judges scored us 4th place. 
 

Old Timer. Again it was Colin’s turn. With a full field of competitors the competition looked 
formidable. Colin flew 4 perfect rounds out of the 6 on offer. We walked from the field feeling 
very confident we had the comp won. After waiting for an hour or so, the results were posted. 
Congratulations to a junior who flew 5 perfect heats tipping Colin into 2nd place. Well done 
Col. 
 

Helicopter. This was a very controversial event. Originally the chopper events were scheduled 
for Saturday and Sunday, then they changed to Saturday and 2 days before the comp a list 
came out indicating that they were to be held on Sunday. After much discussion our pilot Tim 
Stewart was allowed to fly on Sunday as the other choppers flew Saturday (did you get all of 
that?). Unfortunately I was helping with Old Timer while Tim flew and didn’t get to see him fly. 
Geoff Moore was Tim’s helper and told me he was only 20 or so seconds off a perfect round. 
Aspectivity, May 2013 9 
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The end result was Tim got 2nd Place and VARMS grabbed a valuable 5 points to add to the 
board. 
 

Musical landings. On Friday morning Colin lent me an old plane that was originally owned by 
Jim Robertson. I had one look at it and decided to replace the OS 40 four stroke with an OS 46 
Two stroke and on Friday afternoon test flew it. Talk about being a little overpowered! The first 
heat saw me reaching VNE (velocity never exceed) with every control surface fluttering I 
backed off the throttle and landed with only half of the wing on the runway, this eliminated me 
immediately. The second round was a lot better and I ended up in a fly-off for first place but 
then the motor decided to rattle itself loose and was forced to land. I finished equal 3rd. 
 

Overall VARMS came 4th, pretty good considering we only entered 8 out of the 12 events on 
offer. Congratulations to our competitors and a special thank you to the helpers and 
supporters who stepped up where they could to assist with all manner of tasks. 
People kept telling me that the VMA Trophy is a Fun Event but I can tell you that the level of 
competition at the time is ferocious. It’s only after the dust has settled that you realise that 
“Yes, it was fun” I can’t wait for next year! 
 

 
 

 
 

We had a successful VARMS Trophy on 21st April with 6 
contestants, despite the rather high winds. Due to the winds, 
we opted to do a landings-only contest, with no duration 
component. This led to a fast-paced and spirited event, as 
pilots battled to achieve the spot while the wind suggested 
some last minute "course corrections" for our lightweight 
foamies. 
 

1st: Bruce Clapperton 
2nd: Derek Wee 
3rd: Luke O'Neill 
 

The next Trophy is scheduled for 19th May at 1pm after 
Training. However, please arrive by 12pm, so we can get 
started sooner if Training finished early. 
 

The VARMS Trophy is an informal fun competition for  
2-2.5 Metre electric or unpowered gliders. It's a fun event that 
anyone can participate in. I'd like to especially like to 
encourage new members, juniors and beginners who 

Bill Karavas at the VARMS trophy  have just earned their Bronze Wings to join in. The tasks 
aren't difficult, and it's more about participating than winning. 

 
Please send an email to David.Sheehy@monash.edu to be added to our email list, so you 
can receive updates on the event and any schedule changes due to weather, etc.

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 

VARMS Trophy report                                                     David Sheehy 
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Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field: 
 
*Aerotow:   First Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm  

Glider means gliders and electric assist 
Clubrooms:   All days  7.00 am till 11.00 pm 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have you ever watched a good pilot stretch the landing and put the glider at their feet every 
time they land? Have you wondered how they do it? The person concerned undoubtedly is a 
good pilot, but the main reason for consistent performance has probably more to do with how 
well their model is trimmed. If the model is nose heavy or the angle of attack (decalage) is 
wrong then even the best pilot will not land well consistently because the model will be difficult 
to fly. 
 
The first thing to do is to optimize the decalage, first check the decalage geometrically and a 
good starting point is somewhere between 0.25o   to 1.75o, but definitely less then 2o.  

 

This can be achieved by using the simple Robart incidence meter or the more elaborate digital 
readout incidence meters, alternatively this can also be done geometrically.  
 

Optimize the CofG in your glider                                                    Daniel Malcman 

The Keyboard 
 
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and 
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have 
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz 
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

       Mon   Tue  Wed  Thur   Fri   Sat  Sun 
 
8am-Noon (power)   Power Glider Power Glider Power Power Glider 
Dawn-Noon (glider) 
 

Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)   
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)   Glider Power Glider Power Glider Glider Glider 
Noon-Dusk (glider) 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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Then test fly with the model balanced at the recommended C of G and trim the elevator for 
hands free level flight. After landing check the elevator trim position, if it is level then you can 
proceed to the next step, but if the trimmed elevator position is not neutral, then the decalage 
needs to be adjusted until the resultant trim becomes neutral. This adjustment can usually be 
done temporarily at the flying field by adding spacers under the front or rear of the horizontal 
stabilizer or the wing. 
 
For the next step, do not waste your time with the dive test. The dive test primarily checks for 
the effects of the angle of attack (decalage), not the C of G. 
 
Brian Agnew describes a method he uses, but it appears that his method requires hundreds of 
hours to accomplish. In any case Brian Agnew's method is very interesting, informative and a 
“must read” for anyone who wants to improve their flying. 
 
http://www.orlandobuzzards.org/?page_id=885 
 
There is another way as described By Gordy Stahl; the full article (also a “must read”) can be 
found on; 
 
http://www.orlandobuzzards.org/?page_id=498 
 
Here is a slightly shorter version; you watch what the nose of the aircraft is doing just before 
touch down, but, you must slow the model down and let it mush (gently stall) and as it settles 
on the ground, if the nose drops, then it is still nose heavy, if the tail is dragging on final, that is 
the trait of tail heavy model. This test is best performed on a calm day. 
 
Keep trimming until the model comes to rest without dropping the nose or dragging its tail, 
once you accomplish this, your model will become responsive to your commands and will 
amaze you how well it performs. Because the C of G and decalage interact, both tests need to 
be repeated in turn during the final stages of the trimming process. 
 
Nose heavy models are inherently single speed machines and have a tendency to zoom 
where the glide angle and speed are difficult to maintain. Excessively tail heavy models often 
do not survive the maiden flight. On the other hand, F3A (slippery) Pattern Ships tend to be 
balanced slightly tail heavy and amongst other benefits this allows them be slowed down for 
the landing within the constraints of a typical model flying field. Conversely a well trimmed 
model is inherently a multi speed machine, the first thing you will notice is that your model will 
do everything with ease, stay up longer, be more responsive to your commands and your 
landings will become more consistent. 
 
At the present time, I am progressively putting all my models through this trimming process 
and so far the results continue to surprise me. This has been a journey of discovery and 
satisfaction as I continue to be amazed how my older models suddenly fly with a new lease of 
life. My only regret is that no one told me about this method sooner. 
 
Give it a try. You'll be glad you did.   

 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 

http://www.orlandobuzzards.org/?page_id=498
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Specs: 
Wingspan: 950mm 
Length: 750mm 
Wing Area: 11.16dm² 
Wing Loading: 11.6g/dm² 
Flying Weight: 130g (can add ballast weight for windier days) 
Servo: 2 x 3.6g micro (included) 
 
The model arrived in an over sized box and upon opening the box, you find another box! And 
lots of air filled pocket padding. Upon opening the smaller box you get each component nicely 
wrapped in foam resulting in no damage whatsoever. There is an impressive level of shipping 
protection and prefabrication.  

The carbon reinforced wing is built from balsa and covered 
in film, as are the horizontal and vertical stabs. The boom 
is constructed of carbon fibre while the detachable 
fuselage pod is made from a combination of light ply and 
plastic. The tinted canopy slides forward to reveal a large 
radio area – for such a petite model. Fitting of all the 
recommended gear required foam packing to keep the 
components from moving about, a definite possibility with 
a discus launched model. All components exhibit excellent 
construction quality. 

 
The wing, fuselage and tail sections are all pre-assembled, as well as the servos, pushrods 
and control horns all pre-fitted.  

All this will set you back the humungous sum of $88!  

The (ahem) - ‘build’ 

You need to bolt on the wing, slide the elevator pre-bent pushrod through the horn, then 
secure the horizontal stab on its platform. 3 screws, that’s it. Plug the servos, voltage booster 
and bind plug into the rx, then hook up the Lipo. Bind, tune the radio and it’s onto the most 

Model Review – HK Mini DLG                                         Glenn Salisbury 
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complex part - balancing. Complex meaning that I had to get off my chair and obtain my MPX 
balancer. I ended up using a piece of lead sheet about 1mm thick x 4mm x 10mm to achieve 
the recommended CG. As you can imagine with such as simple assembly, the instructions are 
a one-page affair. Simple, colourful and to the point.  

     

A bit on the radio gear I used – exactly as recommended by Hobby King. A single cell (1S), 
3.7V 350mah, 65 – 130C Lipo at $4.10, a voltage booster, this little charmer weighs in at a 
hefty 2.9 grams, and converts the 3.7V Lipo output to 5V, with a one Amp maximum current 
draw, and cost me $3. This should prove quite adequate for 2 micro servos. The receiver is a 
4 channel Orange DSM2 (Spektrum) compatible unit, only rated for park flying, which should 
present no issues – my eyesight is sure to prevent this little one from breaking any altitude 
records. Another 2.9 gram item and a princely sum of $10.  

 

So all up I’ve invested a tad over $105. Not too shabby 
 

Flying 

The best bit. Launch is as straight as an arrow, gaining impressive height. This model has 
a very impressive ‘hang-time’. So far, I’ve only been able to get a few late evening (going 
on sunset) flights, so catching a thermal hasn’t been achieved yet (or maybe I’m just a 
crappy pilot), but flying across a footy field and back for a hand catch always keeps the 
onlookers impressed. I can’t wait to get her out earlier in the day when hopefully I can 
improve my flight times. About the only criticism I have is that being so light, it doesn’t take 
much of a breeze to have her being buffeted all over the place. I haven’t tried ballasting as 
the specification suggested. 
 

Conclusion 

Can you really go wrong with such a complete model that flies so well for this price? 
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2013 
 

The Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring (Inc.) will hold its Annual General Meeting 
including the Election of Committee, on Friday 14th of June 2013 immediately following the 
General Meeting. All nominations for Committee must be submitted on the form below and mailed 
to: VARMS Inc, P.O. Box 4096 Knox City Centre VIC 3152, or handed to the Secretary, no later 
than 7 days prior to the AGM. 
 

VARMS Committee Nomination Form 2013 
 
I, ...........................................................................................VARMS No: ................................ 
 
hereby nominate ......................................................................................................................... 
 
for the position of ....................................................................................................................... 
 
Signed ......................................................................................... 
 
Seconded by ................................................................................ 
 
Candidate’s consent: 
I hereby accept this nomination for the aforementioned position, 
 
Signed .......................................................................................... 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
FORM OF APPOINTMENT OF PROXY 

 
I...............................................................................of...................................................................... 
 
being a financial member of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc., hereby appoint 
 
...............................................................................of....................................................................... 
 
being a financial member of the Incorporated Association as my proxy to vote for me, on my behalf, 
at the Annual General Meeting of the Association and at any adjournment of that meeting. 
My proxy is authorised to vote in favour for/against/abstain (delete as appropriate) 

 
1. Election of Committee 
2. Acceptance of the Balance Sheet for 2012/2013 
3. Other: Please nominate items.(Example: Changes to Statement of Rules and Purposes) 

 
 
Signed ............................................................. VARMS No. ............................ 
 
This ......................................................... Day of ...................................... 2013 
 
 

AGM2013.doc MLH 03/05/2013 
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Mowing Roster   
 

           
     
  Bruce Robinson      9887 8996           May (early) 
     Graeme Hollis 9739 4886           May (late) 
    Martin Hopper       9873 8256           Jun (early) 
     Robert Kassell 9795 1330           Jun (late) 
       Tim Steward       9758 6712          Jul (early) 
            Jim Baker 9803 2185           Jul (late) 
 

 
      Geoff Moore (Heliport)        98022044 
      Max Koludrovic (Runways & Pits)   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flying Event Calendar 
Name Date/s Location Further Info 

Twilight Fly and General 
Meeting 10/5/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 

Scale Aerotow 11/5/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 

Indoor (8pm – 11pm) 11/5/13 Donvale/Manningham 
Sport Complex Martin Lui 0408 406 758 

VARMS Training (10am) 19/5/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 
VARMS Trophy (1pm) 19/5/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 

VARMS Training (10am) 2/6/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 
VARMS Trophy (1pm) 2/6/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 

AEFA Show & Tell (8pm) 23/5/13 
Uniting Church Hall, 

Essex St, Mt 
Waverley 

AEFA 

Scale Aerotow 1/6/13 VARMS Glider Field VARMS 

Any Problems with the field, ring 
 

Henry Wohlmuth 
 

976 1921 

Training Dates 
 

19th May & 2nd June 
 

Training radio 
Frequencies are now 

on 2.4 GHz 
 

VARMS Training is 
kindly sponsored by: 

 

Hyperion Australia 
 

 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

President   Colin Collyer  9561 9097 president@VARMS.org.au 
VP & Site Liaison  Max Haysom  9801 3899 vp@VARMS.org.au 
Secretary   Roger Stevenson  9830 8293 secretary@VARMS.org.au 
Treasurer   Ian Pearson  5996 5019 treasurer@VARMS.org.au 
Contest Director   Alan Mayhew  9887 7885 cd@VARMS.org.au 
Editor    Glenn Salisbury  9404 2157 editor@VARMS.org.au 
Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper  9873 8256 
Registrar   Bruce Clapperton  9803 3108  registrar@VARMS.org.au 
Heli Group Rep   Geoff Moore  9802 2044  heli@VARMS.org.au 
Sports Power Rep  Ray Douma  0409 356515  power@VARMS.org.au 
Webmaster   Steve Tester  9724 9728  steve@VARMS.org.au 

 

VARMS Web Site: http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS 
 

Current Members: If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain the 
correct addressing of this Newsletter. 

Potential Members: If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact the 
Secretary, or other Committee member. 

 

 
 
 
 

    
 

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying radio 
controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field, within the Knox Regional Sports Park 
(South Wantirna) some 60 metres west of the rear of the State Basketball Centre- Entrance off George Street, 
where Training Classes with dual controlled gliders are held every second Sunday 10-1.00pm. A calendar for 
training is attached to the flying field gate. 
 

VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, from fun-fly, scale, open competition 
and self launching (electric) gliders. 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the VARMS Clubroom 
near State Basketball Centre (as above) and, during daylight saving time there may be limited flying allowed 
before Meeting starts at 8.00pm. Visitors are welcome. Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on 
matters of interest to all modellers followed by a cup of your favourite brew. 
 
 

 

 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

http://www.varms.org.au/

	Specs: Wingspan: 950mm Length: 750mm Wing Area: 11.16dm² Wing Loading: 11.6g/dm² Flying Weight: 130g (can add ballast weight for windier days) Servo: 2 x 3.6g micro (included)  The model arrived in an over sized box and upon opening the box, you find ...
	The carbon reinforced wing is built from balsa and covered in film, as are the horizontal and vertical stabs. The boom is constructed of carbon fibre while the detachable fuselage pod is made from a combination of light ply and plastic. The tinted ca...
	All this will set you back the humungous sum of $88!
	The (ahem) - ‘build’
	You need to bolt on the wing, slide the elevator pre-bent pushrod through the horn, then secure the horizontal stab on its platform. 3 screws, that’s it. Plug the servos, voltage booster and bind plug into the rx, then hook up the Lipo. Bind, tune the...
	A bit on the radio gear I used – exactly as recommended by Hobby King. A single cell (1S), 3.7V 350mah, 65 – 130C Lipo at $4.10, a voltage booster, this little charmer weighs in at a hefty 2.9 grams, and converts the 3.7V Lipo output to 5V, with a one...
	Flying
	Conclusion

